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Abstract.  Service innovation is focused on customer value creation. At its 
core, customer-centric service innovation in an increasingly digital world is 
technology-enabled, human-centered, and process-oriented.  This requires a 
cross-disciplinary, holistic approach to new service design and development 
(NSD). This paper proposes a new service strategy-aligned integrative design 
framework for NSD. It correlates the underlying theories and principles of dis-
parate but interrelated aspects of service design thinking: service strategy, con-
cept, design, experience and architecture into a coherent framework for NSD, 
consistent with the service brand value. Application of the framework to NSD 
is envisioned to be iterative and holistic, accentuated on continuous organiza-
tional and customer learning. The preliminary framework’s efficacy is illu-
strated using a simplified telecom case example. 
Keywords: service concept; service design; service architecture; customer 
experience; new service development; service innovation    
1 Introduction 
With service science maturing and gaining wider acceptance by academics and 
practitioners alike, a growing interest in the theories and practices of service systems 
design and implementation [1, 2] has emerged, as exemplified by recent work on 
conceptual frameworks for guiding service systems design [3] and service networks 
innovation [4]. However, the observations that “the narrowness of much writing on 
service design” and “the dilemma of service design [as to] whether it is a product or a 
process that is being designed” have led Voss and Hsuan [5, p.232] to argue for the 
need to rethink service design from a cross-disciplinary (including marketing, 
operations and information technology) holistic perspective, in the context of New 
Service Development (NSD) [6, 7, 8]. However, it remains a knowledge gap in the 
literature as to whether and how the disparate views of service design seen by 
marketing, operations and systems experts within a firm could logically be integrated 
to produce new coherent service designs. This paper contributes to closing this 
knowledge gap. 
 This paper pursues the research question: Could an integrative design framework 
be defined that would integrate the disparate business and technical views of service 
design into a coherent model that would ensure end-to-end design integrity? In 
particular, inspired by our initial informal dialogues with practitioners from large and 
new start-up enterprises concerning NSD challenges, the paper seeks to define a new 
integrative service design framework that will allow cross-disciplinary (marketing, 
operations and IT) experts in a firm to systematically co-conceptualize, co-design and 
co-implement new services, in line with the service strategy and brand value, to meet 
current or emergent customer needs, efficiently and effectively. We conduct an 
exploratory review of the extant literature and correlate, holistically and integratively, 
the underlying theories and principles of various disparate but interrelated aspects of 
design thinking for NSD, namely, service strategy [9, 11], service concept [9, 10, 11, 
12],  service design [13, 14, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17], customer experience [16, 17, 18, 19, 
20, 21, 25], and service architecture [5, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] which hitherto have often 
been analyzed individually in a somewhat fragmented manner. Using the basic 
principles and theories of service science, we correlate these different aspects of 
service design thinking and integrate them into a coherent framework.  The efficacy 
of the framework is illustrated using a simplified telecom NSD case example [30]. 
 The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the basic service science 
conceptual building blocks for constructing the proposed integrative service design 
framework. From the extant literature, the integrative design framework is then 
synthesized, in Section 3, design aspect by design aspect, with the inter-aspect 
relationships clearly articulated to ensure conceptual alignment and to minimize 
design conflicts or contradictions. Then, an exemplar telecom integrative design 
practice is described, in Section 4, to illustrate a preliminary operationalization of the 
framework. Finally, Section 5 concludes by summarizing the framework’s benefits 
and limitations; and suggests areas for further study to reduce the limitations. 
 
2  Conceptual Building Blocks   
2.1  Process for Capabilities Integration 
 
A service is defined as a process of applying the competencies and skills of a provider 
for the benefit of, and in conjunction with, the customer [31, 32]. A service offering is 
produced using the firm’s resources including both tangible (such as goods) and in-
tangible (such as knowledge, competence and relationship) assets [33]. The value cha-
racteristics of the service provisioned, however, are co-created through the interac-
tions of the client’s competences with that of the service provider [34]. Thus the client 
is active in a service interaction; it co-creates value (for itself) with the provider by in-
tegrating the provider’s competences with its own [34, 35, 13]. Therefore, service is 
about “the process of parties doing things for and with each other, rather than trading 
units of output, tangible or intangible” [32]. Consequently, from the NSD perspective, 
service design is about designing the processes to facilitate resource or compe-
tence/capability integration by the customer.  
A service firm (such as a telecom provider) is conceptualized as a service system 
[30] which is defined as a complex adaptive system of people, and technologies work-
ing together to create value for its constituents [36]. Thus, service innovation by a 
service system (firm) using NSD must be cross-disciplinary [5] and is only possible 
when the service system (firm) has information about the capabilities and the needs of 
its clients, its competitors and itself [37]. 
 
2.2 Value Co-creation in a Digital Ecosystem 
In an increasingly digital world, information technologies are “liquefying” physical as-
sets into information resources, and transform a service firm into a value-creating ser-
vice system in which a constellation of economic actors (customers, suppliers, busi-
ness partners and the like) are able to seamlessly collaborate to co-create value [38]. 
So the firm must establish collaborative processes with customers, partners, and em-
ployees to engage in the co-creation of value [39]. And the customer is regarded as an 
operant resource – a dynamic proactive resource that is capable of acting on other re-
sources to create value for itself [32]. 
Value co-creation and innovation in the digital world would require firms to insti-
tute individualized and immediate customer feedback (to and from the customers) to 
engender customer and organizational learning [40].This requires a new IT-enabled 
organizational logic which encompasses modular (multi-sourcing) flexibility, front-
line (customer learning) focus, IT-enabled individualization and “connect and develop” 
innovation practices [40, 41]. In addition, the firm needs new cooperation structures by 
partaking in global competence clusters and practicing coopetition [40]. This means 
the service design framework must support selective participation by suppliers, part-
ners and customers in the overall co-design process. And, customer experience design 
must incorporate customer learning and facilitate two-way feedback between client and 
provider. 
Above all, to be agile and adaptable as they learn of changing customer needs, 
firms need to develop dynamic operant resources – the dynamic capabilities [42]. The 
dynamic capabilities allow firms to continually align their competences to create, build 
and maintain relationships with (thus the value propositions to) customers (the ultimate 
source of revenue) and suppliers (the source of resource inputs). Thus, the service de-
sign framework must institutes agile organizational and customer learning to sustain 
the service system’s (firm’s) dynamic capabilities and thus its evolutionary fitness.  
 
2.3 Customer Centricity for Service Excellence   
Customer is at the heart of value creation and service is about relationship with the 
customer [43]. The customer interacts with the service provider via the interface 
through which information /knowledge, emotions and civilities are exchanged to co-
create value [34]. Value is wholly determined by the customer upon, and in the context 
of, service usage (and resultant customer experience), in which the competence of the 
provider is integrated with the competence of the customer to (perform ‘a job’ to) 
create (business) value with the customer [32, 43]. To win the service game, the value 
proposition must consistently meet the customer expectations and behavioral needs 
[20]. This can be assured by co-opting the customer competence in co-creating the ser-
vice offering with the provider [44] – e.g. user toolkits for innovation [45]. However, 
the customer would collaborate with the provider in co-creation of core service offer-
ings (in the context of service conceptualization and design practices) only if they 
would gain benefits, such as: expertise, control, physical capital, risk taking, psychic 
benefits, and economic benefits [19]. The service design framework must therefore 
support the potential for engaging customers in service offering co-conceptualization, 
service co-design and customer experience experimentation. 
3 Proposed Integrative Service Design Framework 
To create new innovative services that sustainably co-create superior customer value in 
the constantly evolving digital ecosystem, an integrated design framework is proposed. 
It is synthesized from the extant literature in accordance with the preceding conceptual 
building blocks. First and foremost, the proposed integrated design framework is 
founded on (Step 0 in Figure 1) the firm’s mission and service strategy focused on 
meeting the customers’ existing and emerging needs. In particular, the firm’s brand 
value and its subordinate service value proposition must resonate and align with the 
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Figure 1: An Integrative Service Design Framework 
The integrative design framework for NSD (see Figure 1) consists of closely inter-
related practices of: (a) service concept which defines what the service is and how it 
satisfies customer needs [9, 10, 11, 12], (b) service design which defines the service 
delivery mechanisms to consistently satisfy customer needs [13, 14, 15, 16, 17], (c) 
customer experience and value creation which guides service design to align the pro-
vider’s competences and learning regime to those of the customers to ensure superior 
experience [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25], and (d) service architecture which 
systematizes service concept, service design and innovation [5, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. 
These four interrelated practices and their underlying theories and principles are de-
tailed below individually, but are typically practiced in the real-world iteratively and 
holistically – accentuated on agile organizational and customer learning for each and 
every iterative step such that the integrated design practice becomes the firm’s dynam-
ic capability enabling it to attain evolutionary fitness with the turbulent external market 
environment [42]. 
3.1  Service Strategy 
Strategy (Step 0) is designed to fulfill the firm’s vision and mission. There is a four-
step approach to developing a successful service strategy:  (1) Select the innovation fo-
cus, such as new service innovation or service delivery innovation, and the target cus-
tomer group(s); (2) Uncover customer needs in terms of jobs to get done and outcomes 
expected; (3) Prioritize customer needs; (4) Develop a service strategy (and attendant 
service concept) to fulfill the high priority customer needs [9]. A successful service 
strategy fits what the customer will value with what the company can deliver. This 
means aligning the service concept (what it would take to deliver on the customer val-
ue propositions), and hence the service architecture, with firm’s capabilities, resources, 
culture and strategy.  
 
3.2   Service Concept 
A service concept (Step 1) defines the conceptual model of the service. It describes 
what the service is and how it satisfies customer needs [9]. Service concept is the most 
critical component of service strategy, and reflects the alignment of the customer needs 
(job and outcome opportunities) with the company capabilities. It reinforces the firm’s 
brand strategy/value. Service concept also forms the fundamental requirements for ser-
vice design, service development and service innovation [10]. It is developed as the 
end-result of the activities of strategic positioning, idea generation and concept devel-
opment/refinement – a marketing-led cross-disciplinary endeavor. The conceptual 
model of a service consists of seven components which together define the desired 
customer outcomes (value propositions) of the service: service benefits, participation 
activities, emotional component, perception component, service process, physical envi-
ronment, and people/employee [10]. To define an innovative service concept, Betten-
court [9] recommends that a service firm should: focus creative energies on specific 
job and outcome opportunities; identify where the key problems lie in satisfying high-
opportunity jobs and outcomes; systematically consider a diverse set of new service 
ideas to satisfy the opportunities; and build a detailed concept with service strategy and 
service delivery in mind. 
Service concept is the principal driver of service design decisions at all levels of 
planning and implementation. It relates to service architecture or service blueprint 
which guides service design, and to service governance which defines the decision 
rights and the decision making process for service design, planning and implementa-
tion [11]. For example, at the strategic planning level (marketing-led), the service con-
cept drives design decision for new or redesigned services. At the operational level 
(IT/operations-led) it defines how the service delivery system implements the service 
strategy and how to determine appropriate performance measures for evaluating ser-
vice design. At the service recovery level (operations-led), it defines how to design and 
enhance service encounter interactions. Thus service concept along with the overarch-
ing service architecture is the common foundation for new service development, ser-
vice design and service innovation. For instance, service concept development and test-
ing is at the heart of service design in new service development. Central to service 
conceptualization is declaring what the customer value proposition is in relation to the 
firm’s strategic intent, how it meets the customer needs and what is the service logic 
required in delivering the value proposition [11]. Service concept articulates the ser-
vice operation – why and how the service is delivered (in line with the brand value); 
the service experience – i.e. customer experience; the service outcome – i.e. customer 
benefits; and the service value – i.e. the perceived customer benefits minus the service 
cost [12]. Service concept and the corresponding service design (described below) are 
intended to reflect the service firm’s business strategy and brand value, and therefore 
directly impact the firm’s financial performance. 
 
3.3 Service Design 
Service design (Step 2) – an IT/operations-led cross-disciplinary endeavor – starts with 
the customer/user and defines how the service will be performed using human-centered 
and user-participatory methods to model the service performance [15].  
We distinguish service design at two levels: new service development (NSD) at the 
individual service offering level (akin to new product development in manufacturing), 
and service system at the service firm level (akin to enterprise design). 
From NSD perspective, a service is conceptualized as an open system with custom-
ers being present everywhere. Service design must address strategic service issues such 
as marketing positioning and the preferred type of customer relationship, in line with 
the strategic intent of the service organization. Service governance is also required to 
monitor the service qualities and financial performance against the design outputs. The 
framework for designing the service delivery system must address multiple interrelated 
factors: standardization; transaction volume per time period; locus of profit control; 
types of operating personnel; types of customer contacts; quality control; orientation of 
facilities; and motivational characteristics of management and operating personnel 
[11]. The service delivery system fulfills the firm’s strategic service vision and is de-
signed / specified by means of service blueprinting [16, 18]. Service blueprinting is a 
map or flowchart of all the transactions constituting the service delivery process.  The 
map identifies: the potential 'fail-points'; the line of interaction between client and pro-
vider known as service encounters; the line of visibility – above it employees actions 
are visible to the customer (directly affecting customer experience); below it is the 
'back-stage' ; and the internal line of interactions below the line of visibility [16, 18]. 
The service encounter design is a critical element of service design, because from the 
customer’s viewpoint “these encounters ARE the service” [16]. The design focuses on 
maximizing the quality of ‘service experience’ by the customer. However, service ex-
perience is the result of the combined efforts of the ‘back stage’ information and 
processes and the ‘front stage’ customer handling – both must work seamlessly in un-
ison in satisfying the customer request [17]. 
Taking an end-to-end view of service process allows designers to analyze the 
stakeholders’ requirements, pain points and performance metrics from which service 
design (or redesign for an existing service) could be developed in collaboration with 
the stakeholders (including suppliers and partners) incorporating a combination of 
changes across process, organization, technology, and tool in an integrative manner 
[14].  
NSD service design must include strategies for handling service variability to en-
sure sustained level of service quality expected by customers [17]. For instance, to 
manage an unexpected deviation from normal service encounter, the service design 
(per service strategy and governance) may incorporate the notion of service personnel 
‘empowerment’ which grants them the discretion to recover from service deviation 
(failure) by offering ‘compensations’ or alternative solutions to the customer to minim-
ize adverse impacts to the customer [38]. Moreover, where multichannel services are 
provided, the design must ensure consistent service experience across all channels. Fi-
nally, service design needs to incorporate the requirements of lean consumption by the 
customers [21] (in accordance with the customer experience design principles de-
scribed in the next section) and achieve the objectives of service profit chain [46].  
At the service firm level, service design is concerned designing the service system 
(which offers the service) – akin to enterprise or organization design – to achieve the 
firm’s mission and strategy, a C-level executive-led cross-disciplinary endeavor. Ser-
vice system design must address the roles of people, technology, shared information, as 
well as the role of customer input in production processes and the application of com-
petences to benefit others. Consequently, it will influence the design of service deli-
very system for each service offering created by NSD. This design interrelationship 
will be managed through the modularity principles of the attendant service architecture 
(see later). The design must also address the service systems’ requirements for agility 
and adaptability in alignment with their environments [36]. A learning framework is 
necessary to sustain the firm’s creative design ability, and improve and scale the ser-
vice systems.  The framework is designed to achieve three critical requirements: effec-
tiveness – the right things get done; efficiency – things are done in the right way; sus-
tainability – the right relationships exist with other service systems to ensure the 
system’s long term sustainability [36, 37]. Sustainability is achieved through the ser-
vice system’s (brand) reputation, because excellent reputations naturally attract value 
propositions from other service systems wanting to co-create value. It also requires ap-
propriate amount of shared information to be available to all service systems (the prin-
ciple of information symmetry) to enhance coordination and mutual sustainability 
within the service ecosystem. The design is however inherently challenged by the 
people factor, as people are complex and adaptive.   
In sum, service system design, broadly, must address four variables: physical set-
ting; process design – the service blueprinting or mapping which designs ‘quality’ into 
the service delivery system; job design – the social technical job design which include 
addressing the employee motivational requirements; and people – the staff (compe-
tence) selection [11]. 
3.4 Customer Experience 
Service design excellence strives to achieve superior customer experience (Step 3), 
where the design practice is focused on the usability and pleasurability of the service 
interactions [25, p.84]. Service organizations are increasingly managing customer ex-
periences to promote differentiation and customer loyalty. Due to its strategic signific-
ance as a competitive differentiator, this specialist design practice, whilst being an 
integral part of service design, is factored out as a crucial step deserving special atten-
tion in the overall design framework. Customer experience requirements of each ser-
vice type are usually analyzed using use-case scenarios similar to that of service blue-
print [16, 22].  
Customer experience is influenced by the service intensity, which is defined in 
terms of the number of actions (frequency and sequence) initiated by the service pro-
vider, or the amount (and importance) of information exchanged in a service encounter 
or the duration of the service encounter [17, 25]. The service design of multi-interface 
system must unify service management, human computer interface, and software engi-
neering perspectives into an integrated design embodying the customer experience re-
quirements [22]. The experience-centric service providers design the activity and con-
text of the experience to engage customers in a personal, memorable way.  
Customer experience is contingent on the efficacy of service encounter design, 
which in turn is guided by the possible relationships between the three parties in the 
service encounter: the service organization (whether to pursue a service strategy of ef-
ficiency (cost leadership) or effective (customer satisfaction) or both); the contact per-
sonnel (following strict rules/order or empowered with autonomy and discretion); and 
the interaction between contact personnel and the customer (balancing conflicting 
“perceived control” by both parties) [13]. Technology could be designed to assist, faci-
litate, mediate or generate the service encounter, each with a different customer role in 
the service delivery process [13, 47]. Technology design therefore must account for 
potential customer (as well as employee) reaction so as to avoid future problems of ac-
ceptance [18].  
The customer experience design must also address the complete “customer jour-
ney” (from presale, purchase, usage to expiry) and the attendant dynamic engagement 
process with the service firm [50]. The engagement can be emotional, physical, intel-
lectual, or even spiritual, depending on the level of customer participation and the con-
nection with the environment [23].  The experience is influenced by the effectiveness 
of value co-creation between the provider and beneficiary – measured by a composite 
of benefits (utility) and burdens (costs) [18]. Burdens relate to the service’s usability or 
the degree of customer efficiency in ‘consuming’ the service [21, 48]. Thus, the most 
compelling service with the best “value for money” to the client is one that has the 
largest “benefit-to-costs” ratio. Service firms must therefore “consider not only the 
employees’ productivity but also the ‘productivity’ and experience of the customer.” 
[18, 19, 20, 21] From a service system viewpoint, customer value, created as a result of 
integrating the provider’s resources with the client’s, increases the client system’s 
adaptability and survivability to fit with its changing environment [49].  
Customer value creation process is a dynamic, interactive, non-linear and often un-
conscious process [24]. It is culminated from the customer’s cognitions, emotions and 
behavior during the relationship with the provider, across the entire customer journey 
[50]. Value co-creation is determined in the context of the customer’s resource (and 
capability) integration practice. To achieve optimal value, the customer processes, the 
supplier processes and the interfacing service encounter processes must all be aligned 
[24]. The process design must be congruent with the overall service architecture (see 
next section) to ensure consistent experience across all services and all channels (and 
devices).  
3.5 Service Architecture 
Service architecture is conceptualized to systematize service design and innovation. 
Leveraging concepts from product architecture, service architecture aims to create a 
common language across different views on service design and a systematic way to 
operationalize and measure the degree of service architecture modularity [26]. For a 
new start-up service firm, service architecture practice is likely to be non-existent (or 
immature). Service architecture capability emerges as the firm becomes more stable fi-
nancially and growth is accelerating. It culminates in becoming a dynamic organiza-
tional capability. For mature firms service architecture features centrally as a reference 
framework for design governance (to assure customer-effectiveness and efficiency of 
all new services). 
 Service architecture is constituted in accordance with the principle of modularity, 
which in turn is characterized by five dimensions: components and systems as the basic 
modular units, the interfaces, degree of coupling, and commonality sharing between 
components, and platform as the overarching configuration of components and inter-
faces that make up the service architecture [27].  Modularity refers to the degrees by 
which interfaces between components are standardized and specified to allow for 
greater reusability and sharing of (common) components among service families. It 
provides the basis for mixing and matching of components to meet the mass-
customization requirements; yields economies of scale and scope, and can help struc-
ture services to facilitate outsourcing. Platform strategies are the vehicles for realiza-
tion of mass customization [27]. As platform decisions often cut across several service 
lines or divisional boundaries, platform strategic decisions must belong in the top man-
agement team who need to and can resolve cross-functional conflicts to jointly-achieve 
the firm overall strategy.  
 An important and challenging aspect of service architecture is the interface. Inter-
faces in services can include people, information, and rules governing the flow of in-
formation. Service interface can also include the flow of people. In general, an active 
role in service customization would be played by both the front-end employees and the 
customers themselves. This would suggest the service components need to be more 
loosely coupled than product components [28].  
A service system can be analyzed, for the purposes of service architecture, in terms 
of four levels of increasing details in specification: industry level, service compa-
ny/supply chain level, service bundle level, and service package/component level [26]. 
At level 0, the industry architectural template defines the value creation and the divi-
sion of labor as well as value appropriation and the division of surplus or revenue 
among the different players. (This is the financial or commercial view of service de-
sign that is seen from the Chief Executive Officer/Chief Financial Officer level.) At 
level 1, the service company and its supply chain(s) are modeled both upstream and 
downstream. Both shared (internal cross-functional) and outsourcing of service com-
ponents are important consideration for the service company level for economic and 
resource flexibility reasons, in line with its business strategy. (This is the operations 
management view of service design that is seen from the Chief Operating Officer lev-
el.) At levels 2 and 3, the service concept and service design activities of service inno-
vation practice are harmonized and integrated to assure service agility. (This is the 
Chief Marketing Officer and Chief Information Officer view of detailed service design, 
operational and management levels.) At level 2, the individual service bundles of the 
service offering at the company level are analyzed – each bundle is viewed as a set of 
modules of service delivery, comprising the front- and back-office functions (and asso-
ciated capabilities). The front-office design must comply with the above-mentioned 
customer-provider service encounter process design principles to ensure superior cus-
tomer experience and optimal value creation (see section 3.4 Customer Experience). At 
level 3, the service package and component level, the characteristics of the building 
blocks (components) are specified that contribute to the overall systems architecture, 
namely: standardization, uniqueness, degree of coupling and replicability [26]. Thus, 
service architecture enables service agility as new services can be designed and provi-
sioned with minimal cost and little internal change, and the architecture can be dynam-
ically adapted in response to external stimuli. But this would require support by a cor-
responding modular organizational architecture as well as IS architecture [26]. 
4 Exemplar Integrative Service Design Practices 
Telecom companies (telcos), like banks, compete on customer service (experience) 
differentiation. Their missions, strategies and brand values are highly customer-
centric which, through disciplined strategic alignment, strongly influences the ways 
their services are conceptualized, designed and operationalized. 
A simplified telecom service system can be conceptualized as shown in Figure 2. 
The telecom service system is composed of four service system entities (SSEs): the 
service provider SSE in collaboration with its IT supplier SSE and network suppli-
er/partner SSE delivers telecom service offerings to its customer SSE. The telecom 
service provider SSE consists of a collection of network- and systems-capabilities that 
together with the resources or capabilities of its partners and suppliers are configured 
(by service design) to create a differentiated service offering (composed of an inter-
nally-standardized set of “service encounter” capability components/bundles: fulfill-
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Figure 2: A Simplified Telecom Service System (Adapted from [30]) 
 
We illustrate below an exemplar application of the proposed integrative service 
design framework to telecom NSD based on this telecom service system model.  
In Step 0, telecom business executive defines the competitive service strategy, of-
ten founded on customer intimacy value discipline [51], which is purposefully de-
signed to satisfy the emerging or unmet needs of the chosen (existing and new) cus-
tomer segments.  
In Step 1, the product (marketing) manager informed by deep customer insights 
envisions and defines a new service concept (supported by operations and IT) – e.g. 
education institutions’ emerging need for a virtual classroom service (in support of an 
innovative remote education service). This new service would allow geographically 
separated students from anywhere to participate in a real-time lecture from their home 
or office, using any device over any network of their choice, while still experiencing 
the same level of intimate interpersonal interactivity as if they were co-located in the 
classroom. At the service concept level, the focus is on conceptual (functional) re-
quirements for the utility, usability and pleasurability (including exception handling) 
of the proposed service concept.  
In Step 2 service design, IT and network experts will design (supported by market-
ing and operations) the integrated network and systems solution that satisfies the ser-
vice concept requirements. Using the service architecture (Step 4) as a reference 
framework to leverage service component reusability and ensure the solution’s fitness 
with the telco’s overall portfolio of services, the IT/network experts may design, on 
one hand, a quadruple-play service solution (for “in-service usage” – see Figure 2), 
combining broadband, mobile, IPTV and multi-media contents in an integrated ser-
vice delivery (by configuring the appropriate network capabilities in collaboration of 
network partners/suppliers – see Figure 2); and, on the other hand, design the appro-
priate accompanying customer “service encounter” capability components of fulfill-
ment, assurance and billing (by configuring the OSS/BSS systems capabilities – Fig-
ure 2) ensuring end-to-end service integrity in line with the espoused customer service 
strategy (Step 0) and the attendant customer experience criteria (Step 4).  
In Step 3, customer experience design is typically led by systems designers with 
human factors engineering expertise [52] who are skillful in designing service en-
counter interfaces to satisfy the customer’s cognitive, emotive and behavioral re-
quirements. Customer experience design is focused on crafting pleasurable (often 
technology-facilitated) customer interactions (touch-points) with the “service encoun-
ter” capability components: fulfillment, assurance, billing and usage throughout the 
end-to-end customer journey [50] with the telecom provider. Customer experience de-
sign effectiveness is linked to the measure of Net Promoter ® Score and consequently 
to firm’s financial performance [52].  This entails aligning the end-to-end service en-
counter processes [24, 50] as well as the alignment of service capabilities between the 
provider and the customers to enhance the experience and productivity of each cus-
tomer in using the said service [18, 19, 20, 21]. 
In Step 4, the firm-specific service architecture is used as a reference model for 
governing the overall aforementioned service design practices. Telecom service de-
sign depends critically on the designer’s understanding of the provider’s service 
process (the OSS/BSS systems and digital network capabilities – Figure 2) to ensure 
effective value co-creation accompanied by excellent customer experience. To that 
end, the telecom industry has specified a standard framework of telecom service pro-
vider business processes, known as eTOM (enhanced Telecommunications Opera-
tions Map) [29]. The eTOM reference framework has been adopted as generic tele-
com service architecture, Figure 3, and can be used to specify firm-specific service 
processes, and to source commercial-off-the-shelf standards-based OSS/BSS software 
systems to support and, where appropriate, automate the specified service processes 
(business operations such as fulfillment, assurance and billing) [30].  
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Figure 3: Telecom Service Architecture (Adapted from [30])  
 
5 Conclusions and Future Work 
Service innovation is focused on creating customer value. Customer co-creates value 
with the provider by integrating their competences/capabilities with those of the pro-
vider. Thus customer productivity is as important as that of the provider in service 
provision as it impacts directly the service experience. At its core, customer-centric 
service innovation in an increasingly digital world is technology-enabled but more 
human-centered and process-oriented. This calls for research into whether and how 
cross-disciplinary holistic approach to service design would facilitate new service de-
velopment and innovation.  
This paper has used service science principles and theories to reexamine the differ-
ent aspects of service design from the literature to explicate their logical and concep-
tual interrelationships. It results in a proposed new integrative service design frame-
work which enables systematic joint service conceptualization, design, architecture 
and innovation, by cross-disciplinary experts from business, operations and IT. The 
strategy-aligned framework comprises four closely interrelated practices of: (a) service 
concept which defines what the service is and how it satisfies customer needs, (b) ser-
vice design which defines the service delivery mechanisms to consistently satisfy cus-
tomer needs, (c) customer experience and value creation which guides service design 
to align the provider’s competences and learning regime to those of the customers to 
ensure superior experience and (d) service architecture which systematizes service 
concept, service design and innovation. These four interrelated practices are typically 
practiced in the real-world iteratively and holistically – accentuated on agile organiza-
tional and customer learning for each and every iterative step such that the integrated 
design practice becomes the firm’s dynamic capability enabling it to attain evolutio-
nary fitness with the turbulent external market environment. 
The efficacy of the proposed integrative service design framework has been preli-
minarily validated by applying it to an exemplar telecom NSD in which telecom ser-
vice environment is modeled as a service system. More case examples from diverse in-
dustries, however, need to be developed to fully validate the industry-wide 
applicability of the framework and to refine and improve its theoretical soundness.  
Service innovation commercialization is contingent on careful alignment of the 
firm’s service strategy, service design and business model design. The proposed 
framework could therefore be further extended by incorporating business model de-
sign principles in the overall service design thinking. We envision the enhanced 
framework would facilitate rapid business model experimentation of any new service 
concept to test its commercial viability before committing capital on the comprehen-
sive detailed design process. Learning from our initial analysis of this conceptual ex-
tension shows promising potential. Plan is afoot to advance our preliminary know-
ledge of an integrative service design framework to the next level of theoretical and 
practical maturity.    
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